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Tempus600® - Revolutionise the way of handling 
and distributing small laboratory samples

Facts Tempus600®

The heart of pre-analytical 
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Pre-analytical workflow 
made by SARSTEDT 
Take advantage of the synergy 
of our synchronised systems

Easy installation and maintenance
Tempus600® is a compact system designed to function 

optimally. It can be installed in just two weeks without 

disturbing the hospital’s daily routines. Should it become 

necessary to relocate, systems and tubes can be reused 

building or another part of the hospital.

Uptimes and reliability
Tempus600® solutions are extremely reliable to run. With 

an impressive uptime of 99.93%, operating costs are 

considerably reduced. In addition, our support team is capable 

of performing the vast majority of troubleshooting externally 

– with Tempus600®, you are in the best hands!

Modular, scalable solutions
The modular design makes it easy to integrate and expand 

the Tempus600® solutions. Regardless of whether you need 

a single system or a comprehensive hospital-wide concept, 

you can integrate Tempus600®

combine complete logistics solutions for every setup, so the 

✓Immediate 
transport

✓Optimal 
specimen 
quality✓Reliable 

archiving

✓Automated 
sorting & 
distribution

Cool facts

Countries Hospitals Installations

28 226 668

Discover the 360° 
solutions for your 
pre-analytics from 

SARSTEDT



At SARSTEDT, we believe that everything is 
connected. That connectivity gives assurance. 
This is our method. With automated sample 

hospitals and laboratories. 
We improve and streamline the transportation 
and handling of small clinical samples.

What we do

all departments to laboratory

Optimising and managing the 

Saving valuable time and resources 
in hospitals and laboratories

Nothing less than revolutionary
Tempus600® gives automated sample 

laboratories worldwide. The system 

guarantees rapid turnaround times 

for all samples – securely, easily and 

of the highest sample quality. With 

modular and scalable options, we tailor 

environments.

Tempus600® systems play a central role 

in the pre-analytical process thanks to 

fast and predictable transportation. The 

system can handle a high volume of 

samples with just one single touch. 

Ease, control and job satisfaction 
Thanks to one-touch solutions, we 

eliminate time-consuming manual 

processes, make the transportation of 

daily work runs more smoothly. The 

system is operated easily and intuitively, 

and once the samples are delivered, you 

don’t need to look back – Tempus600®

takes over and delivers the samples 

directly onto the laboratory’s automated 

line.

Savings and patient satisfaction

to be seen and met. Tempus600® makes this possible – even 

in those situations where every second counts. With automated 

patient. Sample after sample. With an automatic and continuous 

demand times in the laboratory. The patient receives a quick 

response, allowing them to move faster through the system. 
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One-touch 
management 
system

What are automated one-touch solutions for small 
clinical samples?
When we say one-touch, we mean it literally. That is, a single 

the answer waiting with the responsible doctor.

Our one-touch management system eliminates the need for 

additional packing and unpacking of small clinical samples. 

The sample is placed in Tempus600®, which transports it to the 

laboratory in a matter of seconds. One-touch management thus 

saves critical time and reduces the probability of error. It also 

frees up resources and gives you the opportunity to focus on 

other tasks.

Why is it important to be able to send small 
clinical samples?
Small clinical samples make up on average at least 75% of the 

workpieces that are sent through conventional tube systems. 

But even this mode of transport is often time-consuming, as the 

samples need to be prepared and packed manually before they 

can be sent. 

The Tempus600®

existing pneumatic tube systems and not least, reduces both 

response times and the need for manual labour.

How does it work? 
Depending on which Tempus600® system is used, the samples 

Tempus600® connection module. 

Upon arrival in the laboratory, the samples are received in 

either a manual tray or directly via the Tempus600® connection 

module, which is integrated with the laboratory’s automation 

systems, including bulk loaders and sorters.

Using the automated one-touch systems, 
samples are brought directly from the ward 
to the lab in seconds, with no sample packing 
and unpacking, delays or misdeliveries. 
It’s like having a lab right next to the patient!
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Lab-to-lab 
transport
of small laboratory samples 
ensures direct fast track between 
the laboratories

Automated transport of internal samples 
between two laboratories improves 

resources for other tasks.

Lab-to-lab transport
The central laboratory receives large quantities of small laboratory 

samples and incoming samples from GPs. Some samples are sent 

to specialised laboratories for analysis, while others are sent from 

the storage facility for disposal. Cramped conditions in laboratories 

require lean processes that can streamline the daily work. 

Tempus600® Solus helps with the quick and reliable transportation 

of small samples between two laboratories or from the laboratory 

to an alternative destination. In this way, you avoid delays in 

The samples arrive in the receiving tray where they can be easily The Tempus600® connection module, as part of an automated 

one-touch handling system for samples tubes, provides a wide 

sample tube handling and generally faster and safer handling. 

Samples must be quality checked and approved by the 

automation solution before they are loaded into Tempus600®

Solus and sent directly to the destination.
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Phlebotomy 
with automated handling 
and transportation of 
high sample volumes 

Phlebotomy automation

peace of mind to the patients. Depending on your needs and the 

chosen solution, samples will be automatically sent directly to one 

or more destinations with just one touch.

With Tempus600® Quantit SL, the samples are automatically fed 

via a conveyor belt into the system and sent directly to a single 

destination.

Tempus600® Necto streamlines the entire registering and sorting 

locations.

The Tempus600® automated one-touch systems eliminates 

manual procedures and reduces the number of people in the 

room. This gives peace of mind, reduces stress and allows the 

employees to focus on the patients. 

mated handling 
ortation of 
e volumes 

Automated blood sample infeed 
and distribution turns logistics into 
a support function that you hardly 
notice.

Tempus600® Quantit SL meets the need for automated loading 

and transport of blood samples to a single destination. 

Samples are automatically received in the Tempus600®

Quantit SL using a side-loader module that can be 

connected to a conveyor belt.

Tempus600® Necto can either be connected to a conveyor belt 

or samples can be loaded manually. The system streamlines the 

entire registration and sorting process, allowing samples to be 
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Sample 
reception 
Sample reception with automated 
one-touch handling and transport 
of incoming samples from GP´s, 
external laboratories or external 
hospitals.

Tempus600® Solus is used to redistribute samples after 

unpacking. If more than one destination is required, simply add 

an equivalent number of sending stations.

Tempus600® supports the automation of reception areas 

streamlining the sorting, registering and transporting of samples 

over long distances.

utomated 
ransport 

m GP´s,
xternal

LIS connectivity, sorting criteria,
traceability and point-to-point 
delivery provide full assurance 
that the test tubes are delivered to 
the right destination. You don’t even 
have to think about it! 

Tempus600® Solus can be integrated as 

part of a larger automation solution in the 

incoming sample reception. 

Sample reception area sorting and transport
Incoming samples in sample receiving areas can create 

bottlenecks in connection with manual handling and later, 

when the samples need sorting in the lab. 

But it doesn’t have to be like this! Just imagine that the receipt 

of small laboratory samples and incoming samples from medical 

practices can be automatically received, sorted, recorded 

and sent to the respective destinations in one continuous 

Tempus600® Necto can do!

The one-touch system also applies to incoming samples from 

GPs and drastically reduces the total turnaround time for 

samples. Transport boxes with external samples are placed 

in the unpacking station, which opens the boxes, sorts and 

records the samples, after which a robot arm guides the 

samples into Tempus600® Solus, which sends them individually 

directly to the lab. 

Automatic handling and transportation of samples eliminates 

time-consuming manual work procedures and minimises error. 

It’s a solution that requires well-developed logistics and a high 

degree of automation.  
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The heart of 
sample flow 
management

sample loading sorting and distribution
Tempus600® Necto operates as a redistribution centre for 

samples sent from hospital departments via the Tempus600®

system or conventional systems.

Tempus600® Necto is the beating heart in the management 

of small samples. It binds pre- and post-analytic automation 

together – and is fully automated. All functions are gathered 

into one single solution – from receiving the samples, sorting 

destinations.

either via the connection module, the conveyor or manual input. 

The samples are processed and sent onwards to the laboratory, 

where they are either deposited in a Tempus600® receiving tray 

or sent directly out on a track via the Tempus600® connection 

module. 

is relevant

- When automating manual sample handling

- When you need fast and secure handling, sorting and 

distribution of samples.
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with Tempus600®

• Save valuable time for your personnel with 
simple direct sample transport and take the 

•
management and laboratory automation

Overview 
of hospital and laboratory 
setup with Tempus600®

one-touch solutions

Transport pipelines

for blood and small

laboratory samples
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